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Think ransomware is already vicious and cruel? A new variant
raise the ante on nasty. Ransomware is growing at an alarming
rate. From your basic file encryption to entire hard drive
encryption, coders of this malware are getting more creative as
time goes on. Up until this point, however, the only moral
quandary presented to ransomware victims was deciding to
pay the hackers or not. Now, it seems that the black hats are
upping the stakes. What if I told you that there is a new strain
of ransomware that allows you to decrypt your files for free?
The only catch is that you must infect others to obtain the
decryption key.
Discovered by researchers at Malware Hunter Team, and
analyzed by Lawrence Abrams of bleepingcomputer.com, the
ransomware Popcorn Time (no relation to the similarly named
app) gives users this option. While the ransomware’s code
indicates it is not complete, there is enough on the Dark Web to
suggest that it is close to being deployed in the wild.
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Those that are infected with Popcorn Time are given the following message:

The key thing to note is there are two stipulations: 1) there is a quantity of people you need to
infect, and 2) all subsequent victims must pay. It is the perfect bait and switch, because the
sequence of events must be perfect in order for the original victim to gain their decryption
key. Another caveat is that, should you actually gain access to the decryption key, after a
number of failed attempts (easy to do with the length of keys), the ransomware will re-encrypt
your files.
The actual ransomware utilizes AES-256 encryption and targets over 500 different file types.
The coders of the malware, in a real scumbag move, claim that they are using the money
stolen through ransom to help Syrian war victims. If you actually believe this, I truly feel sorry
for you, as this is just an example of criminals attempting to capitalize on a human rights
crisis.
This appears to be the first time a ransomware has given users the choice of engaging in an
illegal act to save their encrypted data. The efficacy of Popcorn Time, or similar ransomware
in the future, is not yet tested so it is difficult to quantify. As Lawrence Abrams stated in an
interview with the Kaspersky Lab blog Threatpost, “Will most people choose to break the law
and try to infect other people? I guess not. But there is certainly a percentage of nasty people
with low morals that will likely try it.”
Whether or not this prediction comes to pass, it is important to note that infecting others with
ransomware to save your data is just as illegal as the original attack.
And the question you must answer is, “Would you do it?”

Free Consultation to review your network!
To schedule your free consultaon or for more informaon on how to protect your data
from ransomware please contact our sales department at:
(800) 900-8324 (option 2)
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Flash in the dustpan:
Microsoft and Google pull the plug

Vulnerability
Management Solution
The new NetDefender Vulnerability
Management Solution enhances security by
proactively identifying, monitoring, and
notifying businesses of potential
vulnerabilities in their networks—all with
breakthrough simplicity and affordability.
Utilizing proprietary software and the

Ah, Adobe Flash, the bane of every security professional’s existence.
The amount of hacking incidents that have resulted from this
permeable Adobe product are far too many to count. As such, many
in the InfoSec world have been begging major tech companies to drop
the Flash Player all together. Slowly these companies have been
listening and now we have the first definitive stance against usage of
Flash by default.

compact NetDefender Sensor, NetDefender
works in three phases:
1. Identification
The user’s network is continuously scanned
to locate and identify every connected device
with an IP address, from computers and
smartphones to printers and smart devices
Includes scanning of external-facing IPs to

In separate announcements, Google and Microsoft spoke about how
they intend to block Flash in their newest browser versions in favor of
HTML5 alternatives. In either case, be it for Edge or Chrome, the
approaches are similar. In their Chromium blog, Google stated that
HTML5 will be the default in Chrome and that the “change disables
Adobe Flash Player unless there’s a user indication that they want
Flash content on specific sites, and eventually all websites will require
the user’s permission to run Flash.”

provide a 360-degree view of network
vulnerabilities
2. Monitoring
All connected devices are then scanned
24x7 for vulnerabilities such as missing

As for Microsoft, in their Edge Developer blog, the company
announced that “Sites that support HTML5 will default to a clean
HTML5 experience. In these cases, Flash will not even be loaded
… for sites that still depend on Flash, users will have the opportunity
to decide whether they want Flash to load and run.”

software patches
3. Notification
All scan information, including
vulnerabilities, is displayed in an easy-toread dashboard, including instructions for
remediation

It should be noted that the transition to HTML5 alternatives for
Adobe Flash will be a gradual process. It is likely that many
high-traffic sites will still be using Flash, so it is ultimately up to user
discretion if they wish to risk being vulnerable to hacking. It should
be noted that at the time of this report yet another Flash zero-day was
discovered and patched by Adobe.

A proprietary “SPF” (Security Protection
Factor) scoring system makes it easy to
understand the network’s health
Users and their IT security providers can be
alerted to critical issues via email or text
For more information on this solution please
contact your Tech Hero representative at

Even Adobe knows that Flash’s time is nearly up as they, according to
Kaspersky’s Threatpost, started an internal shift toward HTML5 and
away from the Flash Player for the new “Flash Professional to
Animate.” If the company that created Flash is phasing it out, it is safe
to say that the obsolete plugin is about to be buried for good.
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